Reviews of the THE BROKEN FLOWER:
Hear an interview with Frank Stasio on The State of Things, NPR Station WUNC-FM about The Broken Flower
The poems in Jeffery Beam's The Broken Flower call out to be shared. They make the
reader want to exclaim to anyone nearby, "Here, read this! Relish this image. Savor
these memorable lines: This tree / whose fruit / opens a window / into the earth's old
voice.” The earth's old voice is everywhere in these poems. Like windows opening,
Beam's music calls us to come here. Like a tendril of honeysuckle, both delicate and
durable, his poems unfold on the page. They bring to their readers, in the sheaf of this
beautifully crafted book, nothing less than a gift.
―Kathryn Stripling Byer, former NC Poet Laureate and author of Wildwood Flower
The oblique poems in The Broken Flower (as Emily says: Tell all the Truth but tell it
slant) circle around the heart of the matter. Jeffery Beam zones in, searching to decode
mysteries to say / what is between. And he discovers such rare moments as The skink:
/ electric fellow / listening for the goldfinch / waiting for the ant’s / civilized caravans to
return.
—Jonathan Greene, editor and Gnomen Press publisher, author of Gists Orts Shards
I, II
Jeffery Beam's The Broken Flower shows him once more to be a master of the precise word. Language cascades down the
page with a grace and sense of inevitability that only the true poet can accomplish. Whether focused on a painting or a friend,
Beam brings into language a dazzling clarity. He sees the world the way it is.
―Ed Foster, publisher and editor of Talisman, author of What He Ought to Know: New and Selected Poems
Jeffery Beam's newest collection of poems, The Broken Flower, invites the reader to enter Beam's world through Smoky
Mountain mists parting to reveal the "dearest freshness deep down things". Resisting every attempt to exhaust the crucial
work of naming, The Broken Flower is the power of words to disrobe, to run and rest, to float on icy streams, to hang sere and
healing in hot Appalachian barns. These poems return the reader to a true Eden, one both redeemed and fallen; the only
possible Paradise where the first breath could have uttered the first word. The Broken Flower is testament and legacy to that
breathing word and its lasting generation.
―Poet Brian Zimmer, blogger at Kirigirisu
A true Southern Gentleman, Jeffrey Beam's quietly moving, spiritual and deeply human poems in The Broken Flower succeed
in their attempt To say what is / between. Whether looking at the world around him or contemplating works of art, Beam's
explorations of the connection between man and nature, art and life, body and soul helps us to find beauty, joy, and meaning
both within ourselves and In the discarded / shattered world. I am grateful for the life-affirming vision of these finely crafted
poems.
―Reginald Harris, author of Autogeography and 10 Tongues
Jeffery Beam is a master of observation, of slowing down, of reading for pleasure. He brings us anti-chatter as a sort of balm.
A fly, with its "green puddle of inner antagonisms"; the ability to wonder of flies if "their soul's wit is as delicate as ours" takes a
special mind, a mind capable of acrobatics sorely lacking in the general populace. There was the time I spoke with Jeffery on
the phone, his sonorous voice, such a relief to hear that a poet has a poet's voice. If you ever get the chance, call him. Or just
dip in and read parts of The Broken Flower out loud to yourself: When notes break from / the red / poppies' purple throats.
―Cralan Kelder, Amsterdam-based ex-pat poet of Lemon Red and Give Some Word
Beam is not an academic poet. This does not necessarily imply that the poems in his new book, The Broken Flower, are the
work of a folk artist or a writer whose education is lacking, but it does mean that this poet’s writing is not burdened by a selfconsciousness that is the by-product of the fear of being out of the current fashion. It also means that Beam is willing to take
risks with what he reveals about himself and the way he sees the world…
The dignified―but not formal or elaborate―diction and the emphasis on images in The Broken Flower are to be
expected from an experienced poet who is an unreformed Objectivist intent on finding the beauty in natural objects and scenes
that are small, hidden, and commonplace… This avoidance of the spectacle and focus on the ordinary are Beam’s way of
expressing the intuitive spirituality that guides his perception.
The Broken Flower has been in the works since the 1980s, with the majority of the poems written in that decade and

the 1990s. It is composed of two parts, “The Way It Happened” with thirty-six poems and “Winter Cedars” with thirty-two more.
There is also a poem of introduction titled “Last Born.” Not one to dash off poems and forget them, Beam has revisited these
over the decades, using them in readings, editing them, committing them to memory, and in some cases singing them. Living
with these pieces for years as he matured and honed his skills as a poet has allowed Beam to edit them carefully, and that is
evident in the poems’ consistent focus, economy of word and image, and fitting endings. I do not mean to imply that Beam
wished to keep this book out of print, in fact he included a large selection of the poems from it in his compact disc collection
What We Have Lost: New and Selected Poems 1977-2001. ..
The spirituality Beam reveals in The Broken Flower, in spite of the references to Christian motifs and the allusions to
classical mythology, is most often an unaffected assumption that the natural world is infused with spiritual weight and meaning.
There are poems…with surreal settings and images along with a tone of mysticism…He combines a variety of influences into
fresh and original voice.
Beam’s originality and willingness to push his inhibitions aside makes The Broken Flower easy to appreciate and
enjoy…Along with The Fountain (1992) and Visions of Dame Kind (1995) it contains some of the best work of a prolific and
tireless poet who always calls readers’ attention to beauty and significance in the overlooked corners of the natural world.
―Editor and Librarian Cy Dillon in The Pinyon Review, Issue no. 2, Autumn 2012

